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Problem
Critical Sample Size (CSS) is the absolute
minimal number of instances, of a given dataset,
that are needed to allow a specific learning
machine achieve a given performance threshold.

This problem is very important in data mining,
as the size of data sets directly relates to the
cost of executing the data mining task. Since
the problem of determining the critical sampling
size is intractable, in our work we study heuristic
methods to find the critical sampling.

Basic Concepts
There exists a Dv which lets a learning machine
M achieve a performance of at least T , whereDv

is a sample of Dn with v instances and PM (Dv)
is the performance of M when trained with Dv:

(∃Dv ⊂ Dn)[PM (Dv) ≥ T ] (1)

For all j < v, a sample of Dn with j instances
fails to let M achieve a performance of at least
T

(∀Dj ⊂ Dn)[j < v ⇒ PM (Dj) < T ] (2)

Proposed Heuristic
1. Apply a clustering algorithm like k-means
to partition the whole datasetDn into k clusters.

2. Select m instances from each cluster to form
a sample Dv with m ∗ k instances.

3. Supplement the sample with additional d ∗ k
instances, selected randomly from Dn.

4. Train the learning machine M with the sam-
ple Dv, then test and measure the performance
PM (Dv).

5. If PM (Dv) ≥ T : Dv is a critical sample, and
its size v is the CSS for (Dn, M).
Else: enlarge Dv by repeating step 2 and step
3 until a critical sample is found, or until the
whole Dn is exhausted and procedure fails to
find v.

Sampling Methods
mk+r : Sample Dv is composed by selecting m
instances from each one of the k clusters and
then complemented with d∗k random instances.

mk : Same as above except that the sample
Dv is not complemented with d ∗ k random
instances.

r : Sample Dv is composed by randomly selected
instances. In order to maintain some consis-
tency, here, R can be calculated with m ∗ k.
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Datasets
More detailed informations regarding the used
datasets can be found on UCI repository site [2]

Ads Credit Hapt Isolet
# Features 1558 23 561 617
# Classes 2 2 12 26

# Instances 3279 30000 10929 7797

Remarks on Performance
The size of the train and test sets can affect the
performance that a learning machine achieves.
In the results, three ratios to split the datasets in
training and test set were considered, and there-
fore, for each of those methods, a respective CSS
was determined.
The plots show the CSS needed to achieve the
same performance that was obtained when the
learning machine used a training set of 30%, 50%
or 70% of the whole dataset.

Results
We studied the effect of the k value on the results. We found that it has a notorious impact on the
CSS, specially when using the mk and mk+r sampling methods. The reduction is noticeable for all
datasets as well the outperformance of our heuristic over the random sampling.

Conclusions

The preliminary experiments completed so far have shown the existence of an apparent CSS for each
dataset; note that we use the term “apparent” here since finding the exact CSS is highly intractable.
In addition, the CSS of the datasets are demonstrated to be considerably smaller than their initial
size. These results seem to validate our assumption that it is possible to find an (apparent) CSS of
a dataset using simple heuristic methods.

With datasets getting increasingly larger, and the emerging “data on demand” services, the sampling
problem will become more and more important, and effective heuristic methods for composing high-
quality or “critical” samples will prove increasingly useful in practical developments that involve
analytics or data mining. It is hoped that the heuristic method studied in this work, once refined
and fully validated, will provide a cost-effective tool for data sampling in analytics and data mining
tasks.


